
Dare To Be Different: The Albert Hong Story

In a world where conformity often reigns supreme, there are individuals who
break free from the mold and dare to be different. One such person is Albert
Hong, whose extraordinary life journey serves as an inspiration to all those who
have ever felt the need to conform but chose to embrace their uniqueness
instead.
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Early Years and Setbacks

Albert Hong was born in a small town with big dreams. From a young age, he
exhibited exceptional creative talents and an unwavering curiosity about the
world. However, his non-conformist nature often caused him to face challenges
and setbacks. Throughout his formative years, Albert was met with skepticism
and resistance from those who believed in the status quo. But instead of letting
these obstacles dampen his spirits, he embraced them as opportunities for
growth.
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Embracing Uniqueness

As Albert entered adulthood, he made a conscious decision to fully embrace his
uniqueness. He refused to conform to societal expectations and instead chose to
follow his heart and pursue a path that truly resonated with his soul. This led him
down a road less traveled — a path filled with uncertainties, sacrifices, and
countless moments of self-doubt. Yet, Albert's relentless pursuit of his passions
allowed him to unlock his true potential and tap into a wellspring of creativity.

Trailblazer Beyond Boundaries
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Albert's determination to be different propelled him to become a trailblazer in
various fields. From his groundbreaking contributions to the world of art and
music to his innovative entrepreneurial endeavors, he consistently defied
expectations and pushed the boundaries of what was deemed possible. Albert's
unwavering belief in his abilities served as a driving force in his quest to make a
lasting impact on the world.

Overcoming Adversities

The path to embracing uniqueness is often hindered by adversities. Albert Hong's
life was no exception. He faced numerous challenges and obstacles along his
journey, but his resilient spirit and indomitable willpower allowed him to emerge
stronger each time. Whether it was financial struggles, personal setbacks, or
societal pressures, Albert tackled them head-on, never losing sight of his dreams.
His story is a testament to the power of perseverance and a reminder that
greatness can be achieved despite the odds.

Inspiring Millions

Albert's unwavering commitment to being different has inspired millions around
the world. His story serves as a beacon of hope for those who have ever felt the
pressure to conform to a predetermined path. Albert's journey encourages
individuals to embrace their uniqueness, follow their passions, and fearlessly
pursue their dreams. His legacy continues to inspire generations to come,
reminding us all that through embracing our individuality, we have the power to
create positive change in the world.

Albert Hong's remarkable life story serves as a testament to the power of being
different. His unwavering commitment to embracing his uniqueness and pursuing
his passions has made him a true inspiration. Albert teaches us that by daring to
be different, we can unlock our true potential and leave a lasting impact on the



world. So, let us all take a leaf out of his book and dare to be different, for it is
through our uniqueness that we find our greatest strengths.
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In this book, Dr Albert Hong tells his own story.Today, he is prominent in his field,
as chairman of RSP Architects Planners and Engineers (Pte) Ltd. His life began
80 years ago, in a humble medical clinic in Neil Road, Singapore. In the years
between, he has achieved success in business based on hard work and high
aspirations. Albert Hong and RSP have grown as Singapore has grown,
overcoming many of the challenges associated with a young, fast-developing
nation.Albert Hong's early years were overshadowed by war and occupation. But
he proved that adversity can be a springboard for achievement. His mother saved
enough to finance his education at the prestigious Raffles Institution, and then
further education in the UK, where he trained as an architect.In 1964 Albert Hong
joined Raglan Squire & Partners as an associate. He established himself in a
profession previously dominated by expatriates, fought established notions of
what an architectural practice could do, and demonstrated the value of an
entrepreneurial spirit. Over the next 50 years, he transformed the firm. RSP has
become one of the biggest, most successful and most respected architectural
firms in Southeast Asia.Among his particular achievements is to establish the firm
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outside Singapore. Notably, he decided to enter the India market, in defiance of
conventional wisdom and the advice of most of his colleagues. Events have
proved him right. For RSP, India is a huge success story.For Dr Hong, success
brings obligations. He has donated time and wise counsel to numerous public
bodies. Like Singapore, he believes that every individual deserves a chance to
realise his or her talents and abilities. Among many charitable contributions, he
has always given generous support to educational institutions and deserving
individuals.This is a very human success story, likely to inspire readers planning
their careers. It is sure to interest all those interested in the physical development
of Singapore, and the contributions of architects, planners, financiers, developers
and other professionals.
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